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One of Asia’s premier design festivals, SDW celebrates Singapore’s distinctive brand of creativity
through three defining festival pillars: Design Futures, Design Marketplace & Design Impact

Singapore Design Week (SDW)
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Singapore Design Week 2023
Theme: Better By Design

Singapore design embodies a universal attitude – the desire to always seek to make lives better using design. 
The motto ‘Better by Design’ reflects the DesignSingapore Council’s commitment to champion design and 
creativity that helps us to meet complex challenges and shape a better future. Marking our twentieth 
anniversary, we adopt this resourceful spirit for Singapore Design Week 2023, coalescing design that is born 
from a strong sense of creative purpose and crafted for positive impact.

Festival Dates: 21 September to 1 October 2023
• Wednesday, 20 September 2023

SDW 2023 Official Opening

• Thursday 21 to Saturday 23 September 2023
FIND – Design Fair Asia 2023

 Friday 22 September 2023
Friday Late 

• Monday & Tuesday 25 to 26 September 2023 
Design Futures Symposium 2023  
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SDW Programmes



Design Futures Symposium
An annual symposium assembling a host of distinguished thought leaders from Singapore and around the world to 
explore design-enabled versions  of the future

Design Futures
• Presents Design of the Future and the Future of Design through the lens of forward-looking 

Singapore — where a more positive future is prototyped for Singapore and the world
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Inaugural Design Futures Symposium led by Curatorial Director Paola Antonelli, SDW 2022



FIND - Design Fair Asia 
Marina Bay Sands
Asia’s newest and largest design trade fair that convenes the best of East and West through a curated showcase of
country pavilions, global brands, international independent designers, galleries and manufacturers

Organisers

Design Marketplace
• Uncovers lifestyle trends from across the globe, with a spotlight on the fast-growing 

Southeast Asian region
• Aligns with Singapore’s position as an East-West connector and gateway to Asia
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International 
Furniture & 

Design Brands

FURNITURE INTERIORS DESIGN

Partner Agency



EMERGE @ FIND 
First-of-its-kind showcase focused on
South-East Asian Design Talents 

Integrated within FIND, the platform presents works 
by over 50 established and emerging designers from 
6 Southeast Asian nations: 
- Indonesia 
- Malaysia 
- Philippines
- Singapore 
- Thailand 
- Vietnam 

Curator
Suzy Annetta

Design Marketplace

7Inaugural EMERGE @ FIND, SDW 2022



Inspire

President*s Design Award Experiences
Immersive experiences presenting real life design solutions 

that address pressing global challenges while creating 
positive impact and meaningful change

• Leads the agenda by championing innovative and impactful 
designs that tackle society’s biggest questions

• Aligns with Singapore’s design values and strengths as a 
purveyor of sustainable urban solutions

Design Impact

Partner 
Agency
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President*s Design Award Tours, SDW 2022 

Organiser



Design Districts Design Community
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Design Districts & Design Community
• Programme pillars that support the SDW festival pillars of Design Futures, Design Marketplace & 

Design Impact

City-wide activations spanning key districts such as
Bras Basah.Bugis, Marina Bay and Orchard Road

Ground-up design related programmes to encourage 
a shared sense of ownership and public engagement

“Street of Clans” at Keong Saik, SDW 2019 “Learning Journey for Businesses” featuring Chemistry, SDW 2022
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SDW Partners
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• United by the three festival pillars, SDW brings together a wide spectrum of partner programmes, 
including exhibitions, workshops, open studios, tours,  talks, webinars and more

• Past programme partners include Deloitte, Google, the Italian Embassy & Trade Agency, Potato Head 
and OMA, Singapore Polytechnic, Standard Chartered Bank, Tan Tock Seng Hospital 

• SDW also welcomes knowledge partners and venue partners to enrich our festival content and reach

Partnership Opportunities

N*thing Is Possible regenerative design showcase at SDW22: Led by the creators of the world famous Desa Potato Head creative village, Potato Head, 
and co-curated with award-winning firm Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA), the showcase featured a stellar line-up of international and local collaborators 

including Kengo Kuma, Futura, Andreu Carulla, Max Lamb, Toogood,  Thibaut Grevet, Andra Matin, BYO Living, Eco Mantra, Atelier Hoko, Tanuki Raw, 
NUS Department of Architecture, TRASHLAB by Miniwiz & The Idea Co and the National Environment Agency 
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Design Community



1. ABOUT DESIGN COMMUNITY
• Amalgamation of ground-up design related programmes contributed by the design community
• Platform for stakeholders to showcase themselves and reach out to new audiences, while encouraging a shared sense 

of ownership of SDW
• Target Audience: General Public, Design Community, Businesses, Public Sector Design Enthusiasts, Students, Tourists

a. Align with the 2023 theme ‘Better By Design’

b. Align with any of SDW’s Festival Pillars: 
• Design Futures
• Design Marketplace
• Design Impact

c. Fulfil any of DC objectives: 

• Raise awareness and appreciation of design
• Develop design capabilities 
• Uncover and profile new design talent
• Develop opportunities for international collabs and market 

expansions
• Encourage adoption of design in businesses and organisations

2. BRIEF

• Entire design ecosystem, including: SG and international designers, design agencies, design institutions, design 
retailers / malls and design-led organisations and brands

3. ELIGIBILITY

Design Community



4. SCOPE OF WORK
• End-to-end conceptualization, management and implementation of proposed programme
• Marketing and publicity through your own or partner networks
• Tracking and reporting of attendance and programme
• Tracking of cost/revenue (for paid, ticketed programmes)

5. KEY DELIVERABLES
Your proposed programme should:
• Be conducted as you have planned and marketed it to be
• Preferably hit or surpass your expected attendance/visitorship

6. HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED
• Alignment of proposed programme with the theme of ‘Better by Design’ & SDW Festival Pillars (Design Futures, 

Design Marketplace, Design Impact)
• Quality of programme (Fulfilment of DC Objectives & Quality of content)
• Quality of partner/organizer (Experience in organizing similar programmes, Reputation of 

organizer/collaborators, and Span of network)

Design Community



Open Call

Applications to 
be submitted by 
Mon, 17 Apr, 5PM (SGT)

Submission of 
finalized marketing 
information

Evaluation

SDW
2023

Submission of 
post event 
survey & event 
images

ONGOING TILL 17 APR 20 MAY - 16 JUN

BY 1 NOV

Confirmation of 
Successful 
Applicants

BY 19 MAY

21 SEP – 1 OCT

Design Community:  Process & Timeline
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E x a m p l e s  o f  S D W  2 0 2 2  P r o g r a m m e s
t h a t  a l i g n  w i t h  t h e  C o r e  F e s t i v a l P i l l a r s

Our Future Neighbourhoods: Re-thinking Place as 
an Ecosystem by Rhindon Strategy & Design
In a design thinking workshop, participants explored how the 
neighbourhood ecosystem is much more complex, and co-created 
new possibilities for our future neighbourhoods by considering 
what a sustainable neighborhood ecosystem might look like.

Speculative Design for a Sustainable Future
by Standard Chartered Bank CCIB Client Experience & Design Team

This workshop taught participants speculative design techniques to 
explore those many possible futures in the context of 
sustainability, sharply question ethical implications and prototype 
opportunity space.

Designing Desirable Futures: an Intro to Futures 
Thinking by Studio Dojo
A full-day experiential workshop that explored how the field of 
futures thinking could enable individuals and organisations to thrive 
in an increasingly complex world.

DESIGN FUTURES – elevates Singapore’s reputation as a futuristic city of design by presenting the 
future of design or the design of the future

Our Future Neighbourhoods: Re-thinking Place as an Ecosystem

https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/our-future-neighbourhoods-re-thinking-place-as-an-ecosystem/
https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/speculative-design-for-a-sustainable-future/
https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/designing-desirable-futures-an-intro-to-futures-thinking/
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E x a m p l e s  o f  S D W  2 0 2 2  P r o g r a m m e s
t h a t  a l i g n  w i t h  t h e  C o r e  F e s t i v a l P i l l a r s

Asia Pacific Interior Design Symposium 2022
by Society of Interior Designers Singapore

In series of 3 panel discussions, APIDS featured industry leaders 
from the Asia Pacific Space Designers Association across 15 
countries and territories where they share their perspectives on 
the disruption in today's world of interior design.

New Optimistic Works by Studio JUJU

This exhibition showcased the label’s inaugural collection “CASE 
STUDY: DESIGN & MADE IN SINGAPORE”—a collection of objects 
and furniture that explores possibilities and experiments with 
manufacturing capabilities in Singapore. 

AHEAD Asia 2022 by Sleeper Media
The AHEAD Awards are the ultimate celebration of hospitality 
experience and design, comprising four annual, regional awards 
programmes culminating in a global finale. Leading names from 
APAC convened in Singapore for AHEAD Asia 2022 to celebrate the 
achievements of those shaping the hospitality industry.

DESIGN MARKETPLACE - aligns with Singapore’s position as an East-West connector and gateway to Asia
by uncovering lifestyle trends from across the globe, with a spotlight on the fast-growing Southeast Asian 
region

AHEAD Asia  (Credits: Sleeper Media)

https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/asia-pacific-interior-design-symposium-2022/
https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/new-optimistic-works-case-study-design-made-in-singapore/
https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/ahead-asia/
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E x a m p l e s  o f  S D W  2 0 2 2  P r o g r a m m e s
t h a t  a l i g n  w i t h  t h e  C o r e  F e s t i v a l P i l l a r s

SUBSTANCE: Italian Green Design Innovation
by Embassy of Italy & Italian Trade Agency

An exhibition including works of important Italian contemporary 
designers and investigates the ecological, political and social 
forces shaping the discipline of design today.

Design with Care in the River of Life
by Tan Tock Seng Hospital Kaizen Office

An interactive exhibition showcasing Tan Tock Seng Hospital’s 
journey in embracing design thinking and innovation.

Designing Digital Experiences for the Elderly 
by Foolproof

Through the talk, participants got insights into developing design 
principles which addressed the barriers of adopting digital 
services for the elderly in Singapore

DESIGN IMPACT – promotes Singapore as a purveyor of innovative solutions for a better world by 
presenting impactful design that addresses pressing challenges while creating positive impact and 
meaningful change

Designing Digital Experiences for the Elderly

https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/substance-italian-green-design-innovation/
https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/design-with-care-in-the-river-of-life/
https://sdw.designsingapore.org/events/designing-digital-experiences-of-the-elderly/


SDW 2022 Key Figures

10 Days

Over 70 Programmes

Over 200 Local & International Creatives

Over 300K Visitors

Over $7M in Media Value
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N*thing is Possible showcase at National Design Centre
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APPLICATIONS CLOSE
MONDAY, 17 APRIL, 5PM (SGT)

Please submit all Design Community applications on  https://bit.ly/sdwdc23

Full details can be found in the DC Info Kit.

https://bit.ly/sdwdc23
https://sdw.designsingapore.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/SDW-2023-DC-Info-Kit.pdf


]
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Contact Us

Jocelyn_SIM@designsingapore.org
Trina_BONG@designsingapore.org

sdw.sg

designsingaporecouncil

designsingapore
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